SKY ITALIA
BROADCAST MEDIA

Next-generation Digital
Workflows Reduce Cost
and Improve Efficiency
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Results
• Content is uploaded to the
Aspera Connect server in Milan,
then using the Aspera Pointto-Point software, the incoming
media is automatically delivered
to the broadcast network.

CHALLENGE:

• Integration of high-speed file
transfer operations, capable of
moving up to 2TB/day, with automated media processing steps.

at Sky Italia. “We are looking to achieve

• Easy and secure management of
dubbing, subtitling and quality
control.
• Efficiency, compressed lead times
and cost savings.

“Our primary objective with this new
implementation is to shorten lead times on
material procurement,” explained Martin

Martin Brannigan

Head of Broadcast Operations at Sky Italia

Brannigan, head of broadcast operations
maximum velocity to on-air playout with
high-performance media ingest, delivery and
distribution workflows.”
SOLUTION:

Aspera software was selected as the core
technology solution of choice following
a thorough evaluation, which involved
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“Not only does Aspera software
offer excellent ease-of-use for our
operators, its transport technology
stands out as the industry standard
with a majority of our media
partners.”

Aspera as the clear leader in the broadcast
and digital media space. “Not only does
Aspera software offer excellent ease-of-use
for our operators,” Brannigan continued,
“its transport technology stands out as the
emerging standard with a majority of our
media partners.”

SKY ITALIA
Broadcast Media

BENEFITS
Maximum speed: Enables large
data set transfers over any network
at maximum speed, source disk
to destination disk, regardless of
network conditions or distance.
Extraordinary bandwidth control:
Provides precise rate control (preset and on-the-fly) for guaranteed
transfer times. Adaptive rate control
fully utilizes available bandwidth
while remaining fair to all other
network traffic.
Complete security: includes
built-in security using open
standard cryptography for user
authentication, data encryption and
data integrity verification..
Software only solution: Uses
standard, unmodified IP networking
and is implemented in software as
an application protocol. Requires
no changes to the operating
system or driver installation on
the file transfer endpoints, no
new appliances, and no network
changes.
Robust: Automatically resumes
partial transfers and retries failed
transfers.
Flexible open architecture:
Supports interoperable file and
directory transfers between all
major operating systems and
provides a complete, modern
software API to build upon.

Sky Italia’s broadcast infrastructure relies on two main facilities – Milan and Rome – connected
with a 200 Mbps fiber backbone, and both equipped with substantial WAN bandwidth to the
outside world. Aspera supplied and installed a comprehensive high-speed file transfer solution
for content ingest, delivery and archive that includes one Aspera Connect Server, two Point-toPoint clients and the Aspera Console transfer management application.
The rollout focuses on long-form content transfer to and from partners who provide postproduction, dubbing and quality assurance
services. To that effect, the Aspera Connect
Server is deployed in the Milan facility’s DMZ and
acts as the central ingest server, where all content
is uploaded from trusted partners outside the
Sky Italia network. Using the Aspera Point-toPoint software, the incoming media can then be
automatically delivered to the broadcast network
where on-air playout capabilities reside. With
another instance of the Aspera Point-to-Point

“This new infrastructure is gamechanging for us. The efficiencies,
compressed lead times and
cost savings are the key reasons
behind the deployment of
Aspera software; it will bring
us closer to our partners and
suppliers.”

software deployed in the Rome facility, the system
simultaneously provides a high-performance
disaster/recovery architecture between the two

Martin Brannigan

Head of Broadcast Operations at Sky Italia

sites, capable of moving up to 2 terabytes of data each day. With the Aspera Console installed
within Sky Italia’s IT network in Milan, operators have the ability to manage, control and monitor
all transfer activity, bandwidth utilization and server configurations.
BENEFITS:

Thanks to its highly scalable, open architecture, the system also provides the ability to integrate
high-speed file transfer operations with automated media processing steps, yielding further
efficiencies and cost savings. “We can easily and securely manage dubbing, subtitling and quality
control with trusted service providers. Most of our content is now in HD”,” said Brannigan. “Our
partner uploads the resulting media via Aspera and this triggers a final automated QC step at Sky
Media that is then automatically registered and pushed straight to air.”

ABOUT SKY ITALIA
Sky Italia delivers a vast array of
programming to its 4.7 million
subscribers, including exclusive
soccer coverage, as well as
multiple sports, cinema and
entertainment channels.

About Aspera
Aspera is the creator of next-generation transport technologies that move the world’s data at maximum
speed regardless of file size, transfer distance and network conditions. Based on its patented FASP™
protocol, Aspera software fully utilizes existing infrastructures to deliver the fastest, most predictable filetransfer experience. Aspera’s core technology delivers unprecedented control over bandwidth, complete
security and uncompromising reliability. Organizations across a variety of industries on six continents rely
on Aspera software for the business-critical transport of their digital assets.
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Learn more at www.asperasoft.com

